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Drawing as a Point of Beginning
for Architectural Design



For Lisa . . .

You always ba/ieved.



AbStl’3.Ct

The medium of photography provides a7 first
vehicle for the study of architectural and visual
form. Through its employment, initially in a
spontaneous and instinctive manner but with
increasing understanding and awareness overtime, a groundwork is Iaid for visual design in
other media.<>¤·“*¤¤¤¤S me ¤@¤<=*' drawing
means to realizing the Iessons learned through
these photographic exercises. Through this
instrument, subsequent studies reveal the
need for architectural design to evolve as
discoveries of place rooted in a visual seed
anchor point and evaluated by the same visual
judgment developed in the earlier photographic Vwork. Beginning with fragmentary images, the
range of inquiry in the drawings broadensover time to encompass ever larger concerns
in the design of architectural places.
Beaching fruition in the design of a small
retreat house, this process of study initially
undertaken in photographic observation,
followed by drawn fragments and finally entire
places, represents a paradigmatic approach
to developing a working method of architec-
tural design. The discovery of this design
approach through the execution of the thesis
itself constitutes the underlying theme.
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‘”‘”’V”;»_.j,,,2;;; ow do we apprehend the world of visual and arose. Gradually an understanding of the photo- There arose a spatial materiality where none had
architectural form in which we live? How graphic act, the architectural conditions recorded, existed before. The drawing had in a sense ceased
can our innate ability to see become fully and of the photograph as a design in its own right to be of something and now was something. There

-222 2- :2-2 realized in the act of design? lf we are unfolded as the process was carried deeper. was the sensation that physical stone and brick,
capable of perceiving and recording the objects of concrete and wood, glass and water were being
our environment in a manner such that our products The concern of this photographic study has been sculpted in actuality on the page—not mere abstract
are more than mere visual inventories and them- predominantly one of visual relations: How do one representations of them.
selves becomes visual design, can this exercise entity and another coexist and create a unity of their
form the basis for a way of working in our own separateness? How do light and darkness within the From this point on, great changes began to overtake
original compositions? These are the questions this structure of material define our built spaces and give the work as it led into new and unplanned directions.
thesis has sought to answer. them a presence beyond the purely physical sur- A direct outgrowth of this new way of working was

faces which describe them? What are the essential the opening of the mind to discovery. Just as in
Like many other architectural theses, the work visual qualities of a thing in itself as viewed through photography, new visual relations became unveiled
presented on these pages has evolved into direc- the frame of the camera? Discovery of these visual which had not been known before. The new mental
tions different from what had been planned at its conditions was the guiding motive and, on the state permitted the perception of form to occur
inception. Unlike most others, though, the active strength of this mostly successful development of whereas outline drawing had constrained it to mere
development of this project has itself become the photographic seeing, the groundwork was thus laid conception. In other words, the initial line drawings
topic of study. Through the early efforts to develop for subsequent work. Pencil drawing then began had mostly been "thought up," whereas in no way
a design at the outset of the thesis, issues funda- extending those photographic Iessons of seeing into possible could the later tonal drawings have been
mental to a way of working arose and gradually new design. preplanned. Thus as the work progressed, the early
became more and more the object of primary tonal drawings—which began as basic architectural
concern. By building on visual strengths identified in The essential and defining direction which this work conditions conceived in imagination—grew and
earlier studies carried out in the medium of photog- has taken was established with the discovery that the expanded in scope until true discoveries of visual
raphy, the method of continuous tone pencil drawing particular drawing technique employed had a most conditions completely unknown before undertaken

Vu; emerged as an extension to the Iessons learned in critical bearing on the design process. Starting out arose in the later ones. The small house design of
the former media. The development of this working using outline drawing as typical in much architectural the final section therefore represents both a culmi-
method ultimately became a point of departure which practice, the drawings continually seemed incapable nation of this process and a return to what had been
opened a doorway to a new way of approaching the of working effectively as a design instrument. Many the original starting point of the thesis project itself.
whole issue of design, leading in the end to a lines would be there in recognizable patterns which
complete reorientation of the concerns addressed could be read to say "this is a pIan," "this is a section," This then is the record of an individual struggle with
by the thesis. This document therefore represents etc., but something always remained missing; asense the act of design. A method of sorts has evolved
an exploration into the intense struggle inherent in of unreality seemed to fill the page. Somehow the which has begun to actualize in new design a way
the act of design far more than it does the exposition drawing Iacked sufficient visual materiality to lead of photographically observing existing architecture.
of one particular project. The questions stated in the perception beyond things already known and to Though this has proven an effective and appropriate
opening paragraph thus embody those which sustain deeper investigation into things unknown. approach for the author, it is in no way intended to
emerged from this thesis study as a process of Thought was locked into recognizable conventional be presented as any sort of ruleforadesign process.
evolution and discovery. This preface is a synopsis signs—"this line is a ‘waII’, these lines mean ‘bricks,"’ There are Iikely as many ways of working as there
of that development. for example——and the drawings never seemed to are individuals and the specific developments and

progress beyond an elementary stage. The act of discoveries herein are by nature particular to one
As noted, the origins of the questions addressed by visual discovery which was at the core of photo- person. Yet it is believed that the implications of this
this thesis, as well as their answers, are rooted in graphic seeing did not occur. work extend to those possessing similar orientation
the observation of architecture through the medium and may possibly prove of referential use. Such a
of photography. Though not initially pursued for this At a certain point and after much struggle, however, source would have been most welcome at the early
end, it has been through photography that the first the drawing technique began to turn to one of stages of this work.
foothold in the realm of design has been gained. In continuous tonal values. What event led to this is
the course of this study, an originally instinctive and unknown, but almost immediately a dramatic shift of In summation then, the title of this thesis is an
mostly subconscious way of perceiving architecture mental state was apparent. Suddenly, looking at the expression of the essence contained within these
was nurtured and developed into a more consciously page became no different than looking through the pages: it is a search for understanding and a
aware process. By tangible expression in the print viewfinder. A cognitive shift had occurred which had discovery of a means; a probing of both the visual
and slide, the first spontaneous photographic stud- not taken place through drawing before. This shift world without and of the mental activity involved in
ies inherently made visual observations available for provided an opening of the mind to what was taking its creation. lt is most fundamentally a starting point,
reflection and understanding. In a circular fashion, place on the page—a qualitatively different mental the fragments contained within these covers cohering
this externalizing of direct (though not at first ratio- state than held previously. Now there ceased to be as the foundation for future design endeavors.
nally understood) acts of observation stimulated and simple lines defining flat edges. Surfaces began
strengthened the subconscious level from which they delineating volumes and textures became tactile.
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eyond the world of forms and materials
1th eis an lntangible content ofinvi „_X X w ·:»«~«~ X51easurable principles . . . physlcal objects

and spaces, if they are used to showthese·
hidden principles, can contribute tohigherd
levels of oonsclousness throughout the entire
society. Rea/izing these lessons, l believe,isour

fundamental responsibility as architects.

I\/Iilosav Cekic



l am not trying to express myself through photography,
impose my personality upon nature . . . but without
prejudice nor falsification to become identified with
nature, to know things in their very essence, so that
what l record is not an interpretation—my idea of what
nature should be—but a revelation or a piercing of the
smoke-screen artificially cast over life by irrelevant,
humanly limited exigencies, into an absolute imper-
sonal recognition.

Edward Weston
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hrough the vehicle of the photographic me- Capturing a moment in time, isolating, accentuating
dium, the first steps into the realm of design and permanently fixing otherwise ever-changing vi-
are taken, the viewfinder becoming a win- sual qualities of ordinary objects, the photograph~·-=·„—»—» dow through which a different vista of the emerges as a design of its own accord—self-refer-

world is beheld. By filtering out the surrounding visual ential and independent even of the elements from
chaos and isolating a restricted field of view, the which it was originally composed. Fleeting instants
camera’s lens becomes an instrument of design of sunlight and shadow are frozen on the print in
through discovery. Visual interplays not previously forms and patterns perhaps never to recur, Ietting us
apparent are unveiled. Relationships between enti- gaze into the present in a manner not possible with
ties formerly unseen, qualities of light and darkness, the naked eye alone. The camera thus becomes a
form, texture, pattern and proportion are revealed. tool for seeing, extending our vision much as a lever

extends our strength. lt becomes a means of looking
at the world with new and deeper eyes.





Here employed, the tool of photography is initiallyA·_
utilized in a somewhat instinctive manner with little 'A
rational comprehension of the processes involved.
Compositions are arranged without mechanlcalA,

„ . ,analysis purely on the basis of visual iudgment and_»··
visceral "feeI" of appropriateness. Even why one

particular image should be stronger than another is
not clearly understood in the beginning. But the
desire is compulsive, the forms too powerful. They
must be captured, they must be preserved.
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.Andso what qualities are sought in the
photo-.··6·graph?To where does the eye turn? Instinctively,„···Tw Ä. . . . „ ·=2= ·it is the shape which fills the frame, the endless. . . . er
·.—··repeatlngform recedlng into the distance, the T}

Ä Äcounterpoint of singularity against multitude, the
‘~plof light and shadow on material texture . . .’‘‘‘’‘„·;==g „
Äthcontrast of humanity against immutable object. l
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"The camera . . . [can enable] one to see through
the eye, augmenting the eye, seeing more than the
eye sees, exaggerating details, recording surfaces,
textures that the human hand could not render with
the utmost skill and labor. "

Edward Weston

12

The eye becomes the guide and employs the ln the darkroom, the final form materiaIizes—the last
camera’s frame and lenses as its limits, constantly painstaking Iabors bring forth qualities Iatent within
searching the environment from all manner of van- the image as the most subtle and almost impercep-
tage points at all scales and in all varieties of lighting tible of adjustments and refinements are made. lt
and weather. With endless patience and meticulous emerges then, fully formed in its birth: a discovery
attention to proportion and balance, innumerable of visual form previously unseen, one where each
images are recorded in quest of capturing but one element of the composition is inextricably an indis-
with significance———an image of simplicity and clarity pensable part of the whole with no distracting visual
yet somehow Iayered with a dense visual complex- "noise" of objects not belonging. . . a single image
ity, an image which can be viewed time and again amongst perhaps hundreds discarded.
without tiring, always seeing something new.
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Over and over these actions repeat in an almost au-
Qtonomousprocess. lt is this exercise, though,whichbegins

totransform the originally vague semiconscious
act into one of conscious intent, for the nature of these
emergent forms is not arbitrary. lt is unknown to beso-AA.Yi,
at the outset, but basic and universal principles com-
mon to all traditional design in Western culture are
being explored: the unity of the composition, its ba|—
VVaand harmony, focal point and emphasis, contrast,
rhythm, proportion and scale—aIl of these interplay on
the print as with any visual work and are therefore open
to rational analysis and understanding. By striving to
make these nonverbal visual thought processes under-
stood, an awareness begins to dawn which empowers
one in the act of design. An unconscious act becomesga

conscious one and better design becomes less purely
accidental, more directed. Underlying principles inde-
pendent of personal whim become the guide.
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V.Aa graphic medium, one opportunity provided by the Tcamera is the ability to see familiar objects in unfamil-.3VIGTWG}/S WTTICTT TTIGKGS TTIGTTW SGGTTI GTIIÜITGIY TIGW. -I-TIIS Ü ..
4IÄGCTof VISUGI ÜTTGTTSTOTTTIGTIOTT T”TIGy CGUSG OTCIITTGTYß_ V VV V VV.V.Vancommonplace objects to become distorted and
Valto assume the identity of completely different
1foaltogether. But this is not intended as a means
roftrickery or deceit through darkroom manipulation; .; V1
III TTIGTGIY TSDTGSGTITS G CIISCOVGTY. It IS GTI GXp TGSSIOTI
j_character inherently present within the object-
pUTGIy VISUGI ITTIÜGTDTGTGTIOTTS of the Gntlty IT] GTIÖ of
4itThese are design opportunities in their own
ÜÄrigserving as springboards of the imagination. It is {Q

V Vof little concern as to exactly what the object is.Thatits
form becomes design is.
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As visual studies, these photographs are mostly
fragments of architecture, investigations into basic
conditions of the built environment. But as graphic
entities in their own right, they must also answer
to the basic concerns of design. This then is a
twofold process, whereby conditions and qualities
of architectural form and order are explored while
simultaneously discovering and growing to under-
stand concerns fundamental to all visual design.
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This is the "significant presentation". . . the presen-
tation through one’s intuitive se/L seeing "through
one’s eyes, not with them,·” the visionaiy.

Edward Weston

22

The graphic presentation of the photographs in this as visual qualities of the images themselves, inde-
document represents yet another consideration of pendent of content or analytical meaning, become
design which is later elaborated in the drawing the basis for decision. In addition, consideration is
studies: that of transition. How does one image flow also given to anticipation of how one will view the
gracefully into another? How do two dissimilar entities document, to controlling the pace as it were. By
stand next to one another in harmony and how do developing an ebb and flow in the pages without
a series of separate images exist as a unity? The monotonous similarity, points of emphasis and others
answer lies within the images themselves, in their of fluid change are created.
own visual energies as well as that of the page on
which they are placed. lt may be found in an optical As a result of this education of vision through one
direction, a repeated form, a shape or perhaps a medium, a transference of nascent understanding
coIor—alI these congruities enabling vision to flow and expertise to another is thus made possible. A
from one page to the next without disturbing discon- basis for operating in other visual media is enabled
tinuity. Sometimes a mediating element is required as they are not disparate in this elemental regard:
to act as a bridge between two very different im- the rules of design for all remain the same. The
ages——a form common to both perhaps, or possibly - materials employed may differ, but the forms created
a shared pattern or texture. In providing for visual speak the same language. lt is on this fundamental
transition, a unity begins to arise from separateness principle that the drawing studies are founded.





A// architecture is incomp/ete fragments . . .
no compositions are finite.

Charles Gwathmy
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cc act ct ctrawtcc ta ac act cf c¤al<tcgT ccc-ttcucuc tccc drawtcg la tcc cccaca bv Whichthe way of ccctcg dcvclcccd thrcugh tcctctttat ccctcgtacctc studies is actuaiized
innewdesign. Although these drawings have
theappearanceof what may be referred to as "render-
ings," this is not their true intent. These are not
Qdrawinmeant to convey a Iikeness of a completed Q
Qdebut rather are explorations seeking to "con- Q
cretize" studies of material design quaIities—another
Q·of investigation of visual and architeotural form.

Vi Q}?TTEmplo edin this manner, the architeotural condi- ;Q .
Q:}illustrated in each drawing arose from the very T ZQ
Q.QQof their making and are not attempts at descrip— ., Q*.Ttioof entities already existing, although they may Q.
Tinitiallybe derived from qualities in other designs.
··Tdrawn object so generated in a manner of QT T
speaking becomesthe thing drawn; it is an endeavorto reduce the inherent gap between the idea of the
TToand its external existence. Thus as the ma-
Ttequalities of texture, mass, hardness, shadow
.aso on become more consequent within the QQdrathe drawing itself becomes more concretely
material, more like the entity itself than a mere rep-
QTrcacccf lt-T2 .
QThmany individuals have achieved great suc- T
Qtcesin their work by means of line drawing, theT‘‘‘ j T
employment of continuous tonal values is here of
6gsignificance and forms a cornerstone to the .
TwOver time it was observed that a distinct tran— ·; Q;
sition occurred when tonal drawing displaced line
drawing, a mental shifting which transformed the act.Q..QQQQ
of drawing into a tool not accessible through the
other method. Somehow the use of outline drawing
placed thought too close to its use of linguistic signs
(that is, of representations) which effectively sub-·..QQ‘Q..1verted the ability to clearly perceive the drawn visualrelationships and conditions as actually being mate-TTT
rially extant entities. Too quickly verbal labels Täa QQTQQ
Qbectagged to objects which dissociated them
from their own intrinsic visual properties. For
example, in plan a grid of squares may be used to QQTTT.
TTrepresenta pattern of floor tiles or bricks, though
clearly it is only the rectilinear shape which is incommon with the actual entities. In so saying "this
is a floor" the object was essentially dismissedasT
having any material relevance whatsoever. Thus =·Q
rejected it became a nonissue in design, a non ent/ty.
By contrast, in continuous tones the psychological
perspective sought is that the values applied to the
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paper are not a sign of the tiles or bricks but in fact
arethese very materials, that each stroke of graphite gQonvellum actually isthe tile, actually is the brick; that AA A
one can almost feel the solidness of slate and stone
·-though actually touching it. This visual materiality A Ä
Qnimparts resistance and inertia to the drawing,
QQQforcia response to it in kind. Ä,/dx Q.

This single act is full of profound implications, for at AAAAA QA__QQpoint of mental shifting other dormant processes’VAAA Ä-
Abecoactive: the perceiving function of thought is
AQreaw edand astrong sense of "being there" arises. 1;;;A.--
Athis manner, the continuous tone drawing becomes
FAinstrument of discovery closely linked to photo-
graphic seeing—a vehicle for direct perception of
material conditions in contrast to what in effect wereAAAÄAA
AAAAAconceptions of line drawing, merely ideas Ä
Q-athings rather than their perceived reality.

E-AThedrawings here presented began as separate,
QVÄAAAmostlyunrelated investigations, as disjoint studies of QQ Q A.Q
architectural conditions generally of similar charac- Q ~QQQ§..VA Q M
VAAA.terrelated to personal affinity for particular materials Q QV A ·‘ _A’V__QQ A. Ä.
and situations. In the earlier stages, the scope and
A°__QAAfocusis more narrow and limited as they arestillAA°A
QVAQAVAAclose yconnected with the remnant state of mind of

Ä ÄAAÄÄÄAAAAQ QQQQQ_V_ A
28 line drawing—conditions arising as conceptions, as

Q·ideasabout places existing nearly complete in thought MÄ QVAAAAAA A_
Aevenprior to their execution. As the workprogresses,AAA. ÄAAA
Qhoweso too does the range of inquiry in the QVÜAAQFAAA A
studies. The perceptive faculty is encouraged to
operate more and more freely over time to the point
AAwthe later drawings emerge as true discover-
MiThey then become visual records of places truly
AAfothrough the act of their making, not merely
Qannotationsof ideas "thought up," not expressions
V-contemplated intention. QQ
'VWthe progressive development of these studies,
the later drawings seemed more consistently suc— .. A _AA. A Ä. A. AAAA A
Acessfuland increasingly complex in scope. lt seemed „. A-- - Aas though another transition had occurred in theVAAAAAAAQ-QQVAAAA V
work, and upon reflection it was observed that sev-
Vekey pVi¤<>lP'aa had amdrged as p°ÄmS in
Amamong them all. Adherence to these principles
Q-AQQÄAEAA iablyfacilitated the mindset required for design
Va dled to continued growth in each subsequent
Astudy.These guiding principles have now come to.VAVAV
.AAseen as forming the root nature of this approachÄ.

drawing, substantiating its effectiveness and
establishing the guidelines to of a way of working.
These principles are three in number:
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Seed Idea'7

T.- T1-. . . . 1 ,„ 1’T§g7‘ T30 Of pnme slgnlflcance IS the need for the work to
arise from a fixed point—a nuclear seed idea it
might be said. The actual origin of this seed is of

‘
I

-
I I

TrelativUn|l’T'lpO|’tanC€ and may be Wltn any Vaflaty Ö T
of visual objects. The most successful of these ,; 6- Ö; {T1;-Ög5;«7 V
studies were those which arose as transformations

‘ ‘
. . . . .of other drawings intended to convey distinctly dif-

- - -ferent architectural ideas, often at totally different
scales. What IS of significance, however, is thatonce chosen this visual seed remains invariant, for.1

is from this point that the architecture arises and
organically grows. A particular condition within the
.;waonce decided upon (an opening, an ending,

11.
’,etcmay be chosen as the seed, for example.
1Everythinelse in the drawing may then beshapedTT=T

. . . Ti
and reshaped, but this seed element remains fixed. . gkT6__In this manner a coherency is able to develop, and ‘
Ttheability to make true discoveries of place and 7

„ „ „ . .material condition not previously known is greatlyenhanced. Subsequent decisions of design all reso-. . . .nate to this anchor point as the basis for theirexecution. Just as a seed embodies the genetic
- ·code for the growth of a tree, this architectural

,»sein effect embodies the. rules for growth
ofdesignof the place. T l T A ‘
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324
Y1Discovery:

*4Dls¢OVsl'Yln Claslgn ls Tha al'lCOUVaQal’l’lanl andAAAA 4
7nure of the capacity to both perceive variousA A A A2AAAAA A 7
COndIfIOnS only suggested by a glvan set of VISUal
Arelatl sand then to transform them intosomeAAAAAAA AA 7
2fn gnew. In and of fnGI’nSGlV€S a paI"IICUlaI‘ set of
such l‘GlafIOnS n”Iay OT may not have an Infandad

- - · ·meaning (a “stair," a "waII," etc.). Visual discovery,7 7 7AhOWeVel”le the lhClUCel4hehll Of the petehllal to See AAA A A A AAAAAA 7
I’nOI’G than IS presented In a lltafal faSnIOn. It ISAAAA A AQSG€In Ina purest sense. This pattern ofVadlalA
Walls at Ons ssals s'—lQQs‘sls perhaps a stall’WaY at
ÜanOfn€That al’fICUlafGd floor SUQQGSIS a coffe red A
7cwhen viewed from a different angle. What

- - · · - AZ; AAAAAAmight be found if the drawing is turned upsideAAAAAAAA_A
_AA.dInV€ I’lGd, I‘nII‘I”OI‘Gd, extended, an SO on?
AVisuquestioning thus becomes the key approach A A—7-AAAA A
in discovery, the mind kept open to new possibiIi—
4“tof which it may not have any previous knowl-A A A A Aedge. And in this visual discovery, architectural
conditions far richer than any possible through a
Purely conjecturing imagination avail themselves.
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Visual Judgment:

Given a nuclear seed idea and various possible situ-
Ä,a i nssuggested by existing visual conditions, how A‘gÜ iT)?Ä‘ÄgTÄma“m daamm am °'a°‘a‘°“a mada? m1largslv bv msans si visual rsassnirlg
T1occAs indicated earlier in the photographic T
T_sethere exist certain principles of design——a
Tlanguageto the visual world not unlike languageinthe

written one——which are universal in nature within
Ääoculture. These principles are not arbitrary regu-
Ä‘ÄÄ*jjÄAIationsbut have a rationality as specific as do the¤T¤ TTT 1 TTTTAT..TÄ„... T
Äruof written language. It is through the employ— ÄÄÄÄTTÄ
jgmof such reasoning that a coherent composition
TemAs with photography, concerns for unitY= A
amhaand balance, focal point and emphasis, 1
etc., all interplay on the drawing. When one line is Y TA 1
Vdrawn,all subsequent lines must in some wayrelatezäzzi T1 TT1T_ggg_to

that line in terms of its visual forces: a wall must
1‘Ä

1somehowterminate and resolve; inside must transi— TT 1is wislss- Thus isllswlns ihsss vlsusl s¤sislssA 1TAdesigndecisions are made which defer to them. The
Ä3drawing begins to move beyond purely personal

Tgdesias it takes on its own life. The firstinspirationAÄÄTATÄmayba am m°"y‘°'“a' °“a· am ilsAAAtioncalls forth these more impersonal principles of
ilvisuadesign. The nature of what is on the page is’‘’‘‘‘‘’ iz T i‘i’’’'‘‘
Tgivenprecedence, abiding by the grammar of visual · · 1 T ° ’‘1‘i”‘‘ ‘ ;
‘_=‘‘‘·—1languageas do words in the written one. A T _Ä 11 A 1ÄÄAggAT1g1

~1·Tin summary, it should be made clear that this
Tnot an approach to design originating in the func-
itioor pragmatic use of space. Bather it is one
Aextendingfrom the experiential qualities of place, inits concrete reaIitY of light and darkness, of surface 1;: 1TTT11T 1g..
textu re, mass and volume. By means ofcontinuous'111Af °
;tdrawing, with material form rooted in a seed
1anpoint, place begins to reveal itself through
Äthevery act of making. Discoveries of things not yet 4T
ggknownare made and, in the end, something more111imagination alone could conceive arises.Theuse

of sight exercised initially through photography
Abto manifest itself and bear fruit in new design
‘throughthe drawn object.
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A stair is not something you get out of a catalogue,
but a very important event in a building.

Louis I. Kahn

38

As one approaches this entrance, a glimpse is given The design of this place is truly one of discovery, for
of the final destination: to the right the nearest no idea of it existed prior to its execution. The curved
space has tall and narrow windows on the corner, stairs represent the origin and seed anchor, and
perhaps enticing us to come within. Yet the journey developed out of a fragment abstracted of another
is circuitous. We first encounter the small courtyard unrelated image at an entirely different scale. Through
with the curved stairs where we may be inclined to manipulation and transformation of visual form they
Iinger in the afternoon shade below the roof canopy. evolved into the final object. Yet the surrounding
Proceeding up the stairs we come to the entrance, environment remained unknown. By fixing the stair
after which we must pass through yet three more as an invariant element, the remaining parts were
interior spaces to reach the desired end, each allowed to accrue like coral on a reef with the only
possessing is own unique character. An experience known facts of the stairvvay borne in mind: it is lower
of the whole is then enforced in reaching the des- at the bottom than the top, and it turns a corner. All
tination, a greater satisfaction for having drunk more else is discovery born of desire in search of place.
deeply of the larger environment.
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The water stair also is a found place. It began life The form of the stairs emerged essentially "by acci-
as a simple exercise of manipulating a brick floor dent" in observing the earliest drawing of the path on
pattern, but through evolution and transformation tracing paper both upside down and inverted. The
became more and grew into a p/ace. design then evolved as a discovery based on the floor

pattern as an anchor point. Between this drawing and
What makes it a place is that it is more than one and the previous one it had become clear that this fixed
not just many, that is though the transition from one point was an essential element in the discovery of
end to the other, from the upper path to the Ianding, place. This fixed point was intently held, and without
there are many places to be which offer opportunity this anchor the stair could never have arisen.
for varying kinds of experience. The various "parts"
of the stairway have both an individual existence as The development of the design was an evolution
well as one bound to a larger unity. based on visual judgment. Balance and harmony

were sought out as the key themes. All parts of the
We first enter a place in stepping down into the stair and walls relate to the path, and this forms the
space within the stairs themselves. But in moving focus of coherence from which the design emerged.
further into the level area between the stair walls and What resulted is a place existing in balanced har-
the end there is a different place, yet one still con- mony without any one dominant feature. The work
nected to the previous; we are within the walls of the of Carlo Scarpa provided much inspiration for this
stairs yet not on them. Again, at the very end of the design, and the grammar of the visual language here
wall, there are cutaway areas where we may sit at established forms the basis for many of the drawing
the threshold of the stairs, perhaps opposite another studies which follow.
in conversation. At the beginning of the Ianding there
are projections where we can be near the water yet As these drawings progressed, their complexity and
close to land in another distinct "pIace to be." Finally, range of inquiry Iikewise grew. Now there was more
at the end of the Ianding we are now completely than a single instant of an architectural condition as
removed from the wall, the stairs and the path where complete places began to emerge. Yet the question
we may dangle our feet in the water or lie out in the still remained: is it possible to construct a whole from
summer sun. All of these individual places are helped a way of working in pieces? The answer seemed to
to cohere into one by employing the same visual arise by itself as the drawing which followed this one
language of articulated edges at all scales. led, without coercion, into that very direction.
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The Intellectual approach to architecture, the one
that needs explanation, often does not help shape
a good building. The Intellectual approach restricts
the Imagination and destroys the emotions that are
so Important In creating architecture.

Ricardo Legorreta
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he retreat house represents not only a not simply leave one space and enter another but Although the house is very small, these many
continuation of the previous fragment experiences the event in its fullness. Stairs are not articulations provide great opportunity for privacy.
studies, but also a broadening of the ques- linear ascents; instead one is turned this way and
tions raised in this design approach. lt is in that to delight in the pleasure of movement in itself, The use of water is also an important part of this

fact the first attempt to make something whole out twisting and turning, compressing and expanding making of place. As a fundamental fact of our
of what had previously been only pieces. Because through the passage. The act of spatial transition is existence, water is celebrated and forms an intimate
of this and on the basis of the specific design themes Iengthened and emphasized. One is clearly aware part of this house as it flows around and through it.
explored, it is therefore presented separately as a of having left one room and entering another, We are reminded of water in its varied manifesta-
cohesive set of fragments. As with the later frag- although doors are seldom passed. tions in the pools and cascades, and in the use of
ment studies, the retreat house is itself essentially windows as gutters to accentuate the runoff from
a discovery, and in fact developed from the drawing The joining of elements at a connection represents rain. Of influence here have been the works of Carlo
of the two small rooms presented on page 49 without a specific consideration of transition receiving special Scarpa and Frank Lloyd Wright, both of whom used
having any such initial intent. By virtue of an ever- attention at the object scale. Through separation, water frequently in their designs yet always with
widening scope of investigation in the fragment articulation, revelation of the nature of the materials, meticulous restraint.
drawings, however, the house in retrospect seems through expression of the forces of nature, or through
almost a natural outgrowth of this process. textural changes, the beauty of two architectonic Light and Shadow:

elements coming together and creating a third in their The qualities of light, as always in the earlier studies,
During the development of this structure, several union is expressed. This flow of visual energies and are an important and fundamental consideration. Many
themes were here consciously explored in greater their appropriate transition or termination is always of the issues explored in the previous drawings recur
depth than previously considered in the earlier frag- given foremost attention. here in the use of light. In point of fact, though, it may
ment drawings, though clearly they were forshadowed. be said that it is in reality the qualities of darkness
These themes represent underlying qualities which Space and Place: which are truly important. ln the same way that one
have been born of personal desire and beliefs of The greatest concern for this structure has been that does not draw "light" itself but rather the absence

44 what architecture should strive to become. it become a p/ace—that is to say that it should exist thereof, the material spaces create the condition of
as something more than aseries of functioning rooms darkness wherein light may more majestically be

Transition: and spaces. What is meant in a more philosophic made manifest. The treatment of openings into the
The transition from one place to another, one material sense by the term place is beyond the scope of structure and textural surface qualities all contribute
to another, from light to darkness, high to Iow—in study here. But as a guiding principle, the term place to this heightened awareness of light. This study of
general, the transition of one thing existing next to is used to express this desire for an architecture light was particularly influenced by the words of Louis
or transforming into another thing—forms a funda- which is not bound by rules of a style or convention. Kahn and the works of Tadao Ando, both of which
mental theme occurring at all scales. As a point of What is sought is a sense of permanence and fixity, provided endless inspiration.
reference for many design decisions, transition elements of articulation and textural character which
represents an essential opportunity for the occur- continually modify light, and the provision for The house, then, exists as the first fruit of this new
rence of architecture. As the energies of two or more specific human activities such that these ordinary way of working—a structure which emerges directly
entities intermingle, they suggest the emergence of acts may be enhanced and raised to a higher level from the act of making it though drawing in a mate-
a third relating itself to the others, joining them and of existence. The materials are heavy and of the rially concrete manner. It is a merely hypothetical
resolving these previously separate entities into earth, further emphasizing its permanence; aspiring house on a fictitious site, yet it embodies qualities
something new, binding them into a whole. to perhaps achieve something of the unforgettable which would be desired in reality. The fragments

presence and "rootedness" of the ancient stone presented here are not necessarily cohesive and do
ln service to this ideal, overlapping elements inter- buildings of Italy and elsewhere in Europe. not attempt to represent a finished design. Yet they
twine and unite individual pieces into a larger entity, exist as part of a larger family of elements whose
simultaneously enhancing yet softening the transi- Throughout the house, all of the little nooks and design is controlled by consistent Iimiting principIes—
tion from one place to another. The use of many crannies provide for a highly articulated space seed rules governing the structure of a larger whole.
levels is also a means employed to accentuate the offering the opportunity to become place: a place to It is the binding force of these materially concrete
act of transition, and the paths through the house put a plant or a piece of furniture; a place to sit and architectural/spatial conditions which is relied upon to
are Iikewise circuitous and ambulatory. One does read, a place for a child to build a fortress of pillows. unite and hold the house together as an entity.
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Every part is disposed to unite with the who/e that
it may thereby escape from its own incomp/eteness.

Leonardo da Vinci

46

The fountain is the source of water in the pool. It The pool and fountain serve as the anchor point of
originates as a natural artesian spring found emerg- a small terraced garden and seating area in the most
ing at this location on the hillside. Its existence has private outdoor area of the house. Here the terraced
perhaps suggested the placement of the house on planters become soft "waIls" for the seating area-
this site to take advantage of its natural beauty and a transitional filter from the house to its natural setting.
enhance it more so by integrating it with the house This is a place to sit and read a book or to meditate;
itself. ln its course, the qualities of water in its varied a place to relish the warmth of the summer sun with
forms are celebrated. First, cascading from the nature’s sounds of chirping birds and the breeze
bubbling fountain into a more tranquil pool, the water through trees filling the air.
freshens the air with its subterranean mineral fra-
grance and soft rushing sound. Quietly, the water
then flows around the outside of the house where it
may glitter in the afternoon sunlight, embracing the
perimeter of the den where this outer tranquility
provides an atmosphere conducive to inner study.
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The room is not only the beginning of architecture:
it is an extension of self.

Louis I. Kahn

48

The two rooms at the end of the house form an area As an incomplete fragment in the beginning, the
of study and informal gathering. Here there is a pair of offset walls first visualized developed into a
small library and work space on the upper level and, stainivay and low planter separating the levels. These
below, an intimate seating area. The spaces are were then treated as the seed anchor for the
separated by a planter and changes of level, yet remainder of the drawing. The visual energies
remain open to each other without solid walls or associated with them coupled with specific desires
doors. ln the study, the sound of the fountain and to create a place of study and retreat then regulated
cascade permeate the water-freshened air, aiding the layout. In addition, at this point in the overall
in relaxation and clarity of thought. The fountain is thesis a presentation format had been established.
visible from the window in the seating area where To remain at a workable scale within these limits,
the light of the setting sun now shines through. the page boundary then became something of a

"site" for this plan, further aiding in the enforcement
The stairs themselves are more than just steps: of design decisions.
they offer a variety of vantage points when ascend-
ing or descending, as well as the opportunity to At first this was to be yet another in the series of
pause and reflect or possibly sit and read a book. drawings then in progress, and there was not really
Opposite to this end of the house the corridor Ieads any intent to create a house. But, as the drawing
to spaces providing for the necessary aspects of progressed, a corridor emerged extending outward
living: a place to eat and sleep, a place to prepare from the two rooms, and of desire the upper room
meals, a place to bathe. was surrounded by water. From where the water

originated and to where the corridor led were
This is the original drawing which initiated the unknown. Compelled by these potent visual ener-
development of the house. lt began as a visual gies and the design principles set forth in this plan,
transformation ofasketch observed onacIassmate’s an exploration at a much larger scale than had
desk. What in fact this sketch was really of and at heretofore been undertaken was called for, these
what scale is entirely unimportant, only that it visually unanswered questions providing the generative force
suggested a room with an entry of offset walls. Initially to the building as a whole. From this study, the more
that was all that was known in this new drawing. or less complete houselike structure developed.
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The house is not an iso/ated bui/ding type, but rather
a microcosm of architecture.

Charles Gwathmy

50

In sectional elevation, the pool can be seen where
it flows below the outside wall and into the space
of the corridor itself. Here, scintillating reflections of
sunlight from the water’s surface may provide a soft
glow to the otherwise darker space. Near the middle
of the corridor, the water is allowed to pass through
the building entirely, cascading out the low side
house near the bathroom where it reenters the earth
from which it came, later to emerge once more off
the building site.
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The architecture of a bui/ding can intensify our
awareness of the phenomena that make up our
environment. . . [it] can say something about certain
phenomena such as time or water, which in turn
make a statement about the architecture: they
become mutua//y exp/anatory. By showing how
things work, and so by bringing them to the surface,
the wor/d around us can be read, can be decoded
as it were; architecture must exp/ain, unvei/.

Herman Hertzberger

52

Here we look up into the outside corner between the During the execution of this drawing, there was not
main corridor and the sitting room. The long narrow yet a house——merely the plan and a preliminary
windows wrap fingerlike up the sides and into the section of the two rooms. Through this drawing,
roof, becoming both small skylights at the ceiling however, guiding principles and rules were explored
edge as well as gutters. Flainwateris allowed to collect and eventually established which came to underlie
here where it then runs as a sheet down the window the design of the remainder of the house.
face, first flowing into a receiving basin and lastly into
the cascading pool of the spring. These windows also
serve to break up the visual mass of the wall into
alternating columns of masonry and glass.





. . . architecture is also capable of showing that
which is not actually visible, and of eliciting associa-
tions you were not aware of before. lf we succeed
in producing architecture that is so layered that the
diversity of realities as embedded in the different
layers of consciousness is ref/ected in the design,
then the architectural environment will moreover
‘visualize’ these embedded realities and will thus tell
the users something ‘about the wor/d.’

Herman Hertzberger

54

Within the corridor itself can be seen the low wall In the design of this corridor, there was an unre-
where, Iooking down, the pool is visible through solved question: just how is the wall of the corridor
glass. Reflections of sunlight here bathe the walls to end? With so much visual energy it seemed too
in ever-changing patterns. Here stairs lead circui- powerful to simply terminate in a cold stop. No, this
tously from the entry foyer up into a long seating would be too abrupt. The Ione column is actually a
area and the sleeping room—the most private parts part of the wall, the last part of the wall. Like pump-
of the house. The corridor is otherwise dimly lit, the ing the breaks of a car to a gentle stop, this visual
glow of light from the study and sitting room beck- inertia becomes slowed more gracefully into the
oning one to traverse its length. Near the middle, finality of the column. It is not a necessary column,
through a glass plate in the floor, the water of the yet it seems inevitable.
pool is again visible as it passes beneath the corridor
to the other side of the house.





Architecture is not the answer to the pragmatic needs
of man [but rather] the rep/y to his passions and
imagination. The architect’s transcendental task
remains giving poetic form to the pragmatic.

Emilo Ambasz

56

The pool and cascade are here seen from the
terraced courtyard where the windows of the study
overlook the cascade and fountain. To the right we
see the pool as it Iaps at the inner corridor wall,
passing below the outer wall and into the corridor
space itself.

Articulated corners of the brick reduce the visual
mass of the wall and soften its edges. Shadows
here change their shape through the day, revealing
continually varying patterns.





The purpose . . . of architecture is to move us.
Architectural emotion exists when the work rings
within us in tune with a universe whose laws we
obey, recognize and respect.

Le Corbusier

58

The main cascade is more heard than seen as it
flows into yet another pool before transitioning
through the house and into the pools below. A gentle
flowing sound fills the courtyard and freshens the
air of the two end rooms. Water comes from both
the natural arteslan spring and also from rainwater
flowing down from the windows and along the sur-
face of the wall. Articulations in the bottom of the
pool provide a visual gauge to its depth, as well as
casting shadows in ever-changing form through the
day and seasons.
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—.'' __ hat may be said for this thesis as an has simply been avoided, but rather the next stage like water; however all can learn to see and discover
I;;;;;3;¤33V,;,I,.„..‘_3 approach to architectural design? What to which this work should point. It is expected that through seeing. All can learn to a greater or lesser
3f·Ü§?lÜgI ,,.'j3Q3_}{;3 are its strengths and where dolimitations rapidly evolving computer technology will enable extent a means of arriving at things unknown by“”‘.T¥i··‘ T·’‘;”’‘E’T w ‘·:·

and weakness show? Are there implica- more practical application of the visual design method looking and seeing the known, Ietting it be the guide
tions extending beyond the scope of this study, or here developed through electronically assisted "con- to finding those things never before seen nor imag-
does this represent merelya singular event? This is cretizations" of material thoughts. ln point of fact, ined. The material for our inspiration is before us
a retrospective look at the work. such technology was employed in several of the within the visual world itself, not something concocted

perspective drawings to speed their development. out of our limited imaginations.
Within its context as a means to achieving a foothold Advances in rendering software providing realistic
in the realm of design, this has proven an important material textures and Iighting conditions may sup- lt may further be adduced that the development of
exercise. Initially, the use of photography had been port or possibly supplant the pencil technique used this "discovering function" extends not only to other
pursued following a desire to record something of here. The important consideration, though, remains visual arts, but to a//arts—to music and literature, for
the tremendous presence felt in great and even what is seen, not how it is presented. example, for all have form and structure and relation-
humble architecture. It was sought out not as a ships between entities, although they are nonvisual
means to an end, but rather as an end in its own As a design, the retreat house has begun to place in nature. Could it be that the great artists of history
right purely for the simple joy of doing it. Yet the into context many of the architectural qualities are really the masters of discovery? More and more
success of these studies served as the springboard explored in the earlier fragments and represents the it seems to the author that in general we collectively
into other areas of design which came much less first attempt at bringing these disjoint pieces to- deceive ourselves as a society into thinking that
naturally. The basic and essential Iessons learned gether into a whole. ln this design approach, the creative genius somehow springs forth with bursts of
through photographic seeing were then transferred greatest strength perhaps lies in its capacity to sustain fully formed ideas and objects, when in reality (with
into a means of working in the realm of drawing. It a coherent design by maintaining one element as a the exception of a mere handful of individuals) this
is unlikely that such a transition in drawn design fixed reference point to which the others relate. This is rarely the case. Such misconception does a great
would have been made had not the photographic basic act contributes to the attainment of the funda- disservice to the very creative act, relegates artistry
studies come before. mental design objective of overall compositional unity. to a gifted few and disregards the generally intense

The weakness, however, stems from the act of struggle involved in creation. Perhaps true creative
Drawing in continuous tones has become the means discovery in that with this design there exists no genius lies in the ability to restrain one’s own per-
to achieving the sense of concrete materiality deter— clear ordering principle which encompasses the struc- sonal will from interfering with the true nature of the
mined to be an essential factor in the evolution of ture as a whole. It is therefore required to maintain object of creation, the humility to allow an object to
a design. This is not here regarded as the only its integrity through scalar consistency of elemental be of its own identity and not reflect an imposition of
viable way of working, merely that it is one suited form. In this case, this scalar similitude occurs prin— human Iimitation upon it, thereby enabling us to
to at least one individual. As a means of operating, cipally through the use of articulated elements and become in a sense co-creators with nature.
though, in the end this cannot truly be considered corners. At the small scale, such articulation acts
a very pragmatic or practical design approach for predominantly to modify the quality of sunlight strik- In conclusion, it is only with greater time and distance
each drawing takes far too long to complete to be ing a surface and to reduce the visual mass of that the true nature of this thesis has begun to be-
of use in a more real-world environment. It may in edges, whereas at the larger scale the impact is come more clear. It is really not about the design of
addition be justly argued that many pertinent and more on the perception of and motion through space. anything; it is really about a way of designing, a
important considerations of architecture have been The difficulty here has been with the exercise of struggle to comprehend through this very work the
altogether disregarded or set aside in favor of the proper restraint of such articulation. Its appropriate nature of how one may operate in the world of visual
exclusive development of visual judgment. Within usage can provide an enhancement to the structure, and architectural design. lt has been in making
this context, however, these are considered deci- whereas its overuse leads to an unsettling visual operable an initially instinctive way of seeing archi-
sions subordinate to the issues here explored. The busyness, along with the concern for increased tecture that is the greatest fruit. At the outset, even
true place and significance of this work is its exist- constructional difficulty without commensurate understanding whya photograph was good, let alone
ence as a series of exercises. Understood as having benefit. This lack of a larger ordering principle and arriving at a design carrying any sense of the
been executed within an educational environment restraint is not considered a basic flawin the design, photograph’s potential, was an elusive and seem-
and intended to develop a particular mental state however, merely a fact of inexperience which time ingly impossible goal. Through the early vehicle of
necessary for design, their true usefulness is vali— and practice will help resolve. The later great works this thesis—this gut level way of seeing through the
dated. By educating the mind to see new design in of Carlo Scarpa point to an objective toward which photograph—the direct perception of the material
the same manner in which seeing occurs behind the to strive and clearly demonstrate its viability. world has begun to become an operably conscious
camera with existing design, a groundwork has been act. An understanding of elemental principles univer-
Iaid which will support all other future visual activi- The principle struggle which now remains is the sal to traditional Western design has been brought
ties. This wholly visual design approach is the question of inspiration: from where do brilliant and about and the discovery of a position in architecture
strength of the early photographic work and there- even less than brilliant design ideas emerge? ln this has truly been made, this experience Iaying the foun-
fore the rational basis for the drawing studies. The regard, this approach of design through discovery is dation for work yet to come.
consideration of those other issues relevant to profoundly significant. Not all individuals are gifted
design therefore represents not something which with a creative genius from which ideas seem to flow
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{ ' he most beautiful experience we can have
is the mysterious. lt is the fundamental

emotion which stands at the crad/e of true art
and true science.

Albert Einstein






